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RPAS incidents in NZ

696 RPAS complaints to CAA since March 2013

Action arising from complaints:
669 no enforcement action 
11   warning letters
15   infringement notices 
1     person prosecuted 

Data provided under the Official Information Act 

by the CAA to the New Zealand Herald 

for five year period from March 2013 to March 2018



Easy access to RPAS

147 RPAS units listed on

DJI Matrice 210 (RTK) RTF $18,999

to

MOTA JetJat Nano-C RTF $76 



Drone users in NZ

CAA 2017 survey, reported to Parliament
• 280,000 drones 

• 6% (200,000) overseas visitors use drones in NZ

Of the surveyed pilots, 25% were not aware of 
the rules for drone use.

Change to Part 101 from 1 August 2018 will 
prevent drones being flown in public spaces 
without consent and a safety plan in place.



RPAS owned by UoW

Five RPAS identified in 2017 insurance survey

• fixed wing

• quad copter

• multicopter x 3

Seagrass mapping, Ross Martin Phd



RPAS compared with
ground-based surveys

• Spatially explicit

• Spatially comprehensive

• Highly reproducible

• Requires special payload
(GPS integration)

RPAS compared with
manned aviation surveys

• Lower operation costs 
(and more frequent 
measurements)

• Higher resolution (low 
altitude flights)

• Requires special payload
(size/weight restriction)

RPAS in research



RPAS in research

Aerial hyperspectral survey at Howard Glacier, Antarctica



RPAS Reseach

Some of the recent UOW RPAS research in the news

Keeping your drone in the air 
Joseph Simblett a Computer Science honours student is developing a small 
gesture control using an android phone connected to Bluetooth, and an IOIO 
(pronounced yo-yo) .”

A question of ethics down on the farm
Philospher Dr Nick Munn is studying the ethics of drone use - where they might 
go, how high, and the potential to violate other people’s privacy.

Drones and wildlife – working to co-exist 
Pip Wallace and Iain White from Environmental Planning and Ross Martin PhD 
student have reviewed evidence for wildlife disturbance and current drone 
policies and found that the law is playing catch-up with emerging technology.

Visual systems for drones 
John Perrone from Psychology and Michael Cree from Engineering are jointly 
researching the way humans see to create a drone which can navigate its own 
way in the world.



Insurance 

General Liability Policy 

• Covers damage or injury caused by the use and 
operation of a drone, UAV or model aircraft not 
exceeding gross weight of 25kg 

• Limit is $20M per occurrence 

• Excess is $50,000 for each occurrence 

• The policy covers staff while acting within the 
scope of their duties as an employee and enrolled 
students undertaking a recognised University 
activity.

• The University does not currently have specific 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) Insurance to 
cover for loss, damage or liability of the UAV itself. 



Hillcrest campus 
airspace restrictions

• Hillcrest campus is located within the Hamilton 
Airport Control Zone. This is Class D airspace 
from the surface up to 500m.

• A large portion of the campus is also located 
within 4km of the Waikato Hospital Heliport 
arrival/departure sector.

• Campus operations need to be shielded - flight 
within 100m of an object capable of stopping 
flight and no higher than top of nearest building 
or trees. 



Hillcrest campus zone

Up to 45 ft AGL
MOU with Airways New Zealand



Rule Part 102

• Civil Aviation Rule Part 102 - Unmanned Aircraft 
Operator Certification is designed for higher-risk 
operators 

• Enables RPAS operation outside Rule Part 101

• It is extremely flexible, in that very few activities 
are specifically prohibited 

• Certification is granted on a case-by-case basis by 
CAA 

• Operator must identify the risks associated with its 
intended operations and have a plan in place to 
mitigate those risks



Flight Test NZ proposal



R102 approval process
removed from digital version FTNZ IP



Management Structure



RPAS Policy

Application 

This policy applies to Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems 

(RPAS) with a maximum weight not exceeding 25 

kilograms.  

Purpose 

All RPAS flights conducted by University of Waikato staff 

or students must be conducted in accordance with CAA 

Rule Part 101, unless specifically authorised to operate in 

accordance with the University’s Part 102 Unmanned Air 

Operators Certificate.

Scope

This policy applies to the approved use of RPAS 

operations in all locations. 



RPAS Manual

• RPAS Manual written to ensure that Part 102 
operations occur in a safe and consistent 
manner.

• Compliance with the RPAS Manual does not 
ensure compliance with all parts of the Civil 
Aviation Act.

• The RPAS Manual does not permit any unsafe 
act.



Risk Management

• The University has well established policy and 
procedures for proactive risk management.

• Only low and medium risks can be managed at 
the local level within predetermined risk control 
parameters. 

• Where risks are assessed as high, very high or 
extreme, Chief Pilot must be notified prior to 
flight approval.



Hazard Register

VEHICLES 14 Vehicle (land, sea, air)

VEHICLES 14.1 Loss of vehicle control

VEHICLES 14.1.1 Loss of steering

VEHICLES 14.1.2 Loss of power

VEHICLES 14.1.3 Loss of braking or ability to stop

VEHICLES 14.1.4 Loss of navigation or vital instruments

VEHICLES 14.2 Collision

VEHICLES 14.2.1 Collision with other vehicle

VEHICLES 14.2.2 Collision with stationary object

VEHICLES 14.2.3 Obstacles encountered

VEHICLES 14.3 Other loss



Area of Operation

• RPAS operations may occur throughout New 
Zealand and its islands.

• While operations in Antarctica are covered in 
RPAS Manual, these flights are outside CAA 
jurisdiction.

Dr Charles Lee,
School of Science



Permitted operations

• Collect spatially comprehensive, reproducible, 
and cost-effective spectral information, 
topographical data and other non-contact 
survey measurements. 

• Develop engineering solutions to disperse 
materials and enable precision and novel 
farming techniques. 

• Obtain photographs and videographic 
recordings for infrastructure maintenance and 
promotional use.



Training

Role Qualification Required Issuing 
Organisation

Recurrent 
Training 

Requirements

Chief Pilot Unmanned Aircraft Pilot 
Certificate - P102 with 
Operational Competency 
Assessment

Part 141 certified 
training 

organisation

Annually

Pilot in 
Control (PIC)

Unmanned Aircraft Pilot 
Certificate - P102 with 
Operational Competency 
Assessment

Part 141 certified 
training 

organisation

Annually

Observer Pre-flight briefing by PIC PIC Prior to each 
operation

Ground 
Support

Pre-flight briefing by PIC PIC Prior to each 
operation



Flight limitations

• Flight visibility must exceed 5km in all 
directions

• RPAS must remain clear of cloud 

• Cloud base must exceed 500 ft above ground 
level (150m) or 100ft above maximum intended 
operation altitude (whichever is higher)

• No operations permitted during precipitation

• Wind strength must be below 10m/s (20kts)

• Operations shall not exceed the manufacturer’s 
guidelines



Flight limitations

• No operations above 400 ft above ground 
level, within 4km of any aerodrome of heliport

• Unshielded operations within 4 km of the 
boundaries of uncontrolled aerodromes or 
heliports with notification to the aerodrome or 
heliport operator

• Unshielded operations at night

• Operations within Low Flying Zones (airspace 
designated for pilots to practice low level 
manoeuvres)

• Operations over property without consent 
where consent of the owner (or occupants) 
cannot practically be obtained.



Minimum distances

• Critical infrastructure – 50m

• Overhead wires – 10m laterally and vertically

• Persons not involved in the operation – 10m

• Buildings – 10m

• Livestock, wildlife or other animals – 10m

• RPAS to remain within 100m of the PIC where 
operations are conducted in close proximity to 
people or obstacles.



Flight safety planning

• Take-off and landing site selection

• If the public has access to the operational area, 
take-off and landing sites should be clearly 
marked with cones and warning signs

• All PICs and observers should wear high 
visibility clothing

• An emergency landing site should also be 
nominated



Observers requirements

• Flights within controlled airspace that are not a 
shielded operation

• Flights within 4km of a controlled airport or heliport

• Flights within Low Flying Zones

• Any flight where there is an increased risk of 
conflict with other airspace users, people, property 
or animals.

Observer must be in constant voice communication 
with the PIC at all times.



Flight logging

• Prior to the first flight of the day the PIC must 
log the intended operation via the Airshare 
Your UAV Hub at
https://www.airshare.co.nz/operator/login

https://www.airshare.co.nz/operator/login


Emergency procedures

• When an abnormal situation occurs in flight the 
PIC must

Aviate…Navigate…Communicate



Reporting

• Chief Pilot is responsible for all RPAS reporting 

• All individuals involved in RPAS operations are 
responsible for maintaining a strong reporting 
culture. 

• This policy should be read in conjunction with 
the Reporting of Accidents and Incidents 
Policy. 

• All reported RPAS occurrences shall be 
reviewed by the Chief Pilot within four weeks of 
submission.



RPAS identification

• Each RPAS shall have the airframe, C2 link 
equipment and payload (if removable) clearly 
labelled:
▪ Serial number or unique identifying number/registration 

▪ PIC name

▪ PIC mobile phone number 

• Flight batteries shall be clearly labelled with a 
unique and sequential number specific to the 
RPAS

• All labels must be easily identifiable and able to 
withstand normal operating conditions. 



RPAS Identification



Maintenance

• Pre-flight inspection 

• Post-flight check

• Routine scheduled maintenance

• Replacement of components with finite operating 
time 

• Directed on-condition maintenance and 
replacement

• Manufacturer-released updates or modifications

• Defect-driven maintenance

• Abnormal event maintenance

• Update to aircraft internal firmware or software
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